A good piece of music takes you not just to another country, it physically takes you to another world, complete with sights all around you, smells, feelings, tastes, and everything as if you were there. Crappy music doesn't come close, but ask any music lover, and good music does all this and more. To create a masterpiece, your work needs to pull people away. It needs to take them to wherever it is that you want to take them. It doesn't have to be a nice place, so long as it's the place you want them to see. If you're Sebastião Salgado, your work takes us to nasty places, but that's where you're trying to take us. I had never imagined that old ships went to India to be broken apart by hand to be turned into scrap iron, or that people actually had to mine sulphur personally. "draw your dream" Turn your scribbles into art masterpiece! "draw your dream" Turn your scribbles into art masterpiece! Dmitry Petrovnin. Dmitry Petrovnin.® So the program can handle your "scribbles" in seconds and turn them into a masterpiece! Program will be able to handle high-resolution photos and outputs the result in an excellent quality! Also you can use any pictures, photos and any original styles that you like to combine them. Some psychedelic algorithm which will be in program: One of others styles: Software will be distributed FOR FREE and translated into many languages of the world! Thank you! P.S. If you like the idea, in the future I plan to open a mini-museum where you will find the best arts which were made using this program. Look See more ideas about the masterpiece, masterpiece, trilogy.® The 3rd and final book in The Work of Art Trilogy by Ruth Clampett-the continued story of Max and Ava. released February 2015. Painting Inspiration Art Insp Art Beautäu A Level Art Wow Art Gcse Art Graphique Painting & Drawing Amazing Art. Anastasia GL. CGS "Masterpiece": So many questions But there's only one to be answered Who are we, who are we? To chase what we were...® Two roads, one together Nothing should last forever Creations burn in the fire Awe-inspiring My masterpiece. Our lives were lost to us Reduced to lines on a page Our time, it 'costed us What happened to the worlds we made? We lost the spotlight No more old songs in the night. You always tried so hard But you moved in a different direction You should have pushed much harder I mean no ill intention Climbing higher Never fulfilling my desire. Two roads, one together Nothing should last forever Creations burn in the fire Awe-inspiring My masterpiece. Two worlds, one tethered The faithful drown tog Check out our masterpiece book selection for the very best in unique or custom, handmade pieces from our shops.® Pearl Charm bracelet Coloring Book Jewelry turn your Adult Coloring Book Page into a Wearable Masterpiece! ColoringBookJewelry. From shop ColoringBookJewelry. $16.95. Favorite. Add to. Silver or Gold Earrings Coloring Book Jewelry turn your Adult Coloring Book Page into a Wearable Masterpiece!